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Between the image and the building: an architectural tour of ‘High-Rise’
Amy Butt
Their real opponent was not the hierarchy of residents in the heights far above
them, but the image of the building in their own minds, the multiplying layers of
concrete that anchored them to the floor.1
As an architect and avid science fiction reader, whenever I introduce my dual passions for
the first time I am inevitably asked “So you must love JG Ballard then?” The science fiction
author of choice for architects, J. G. Ballard’s writing contains a subversive appreciation for
the power of the built environment; its potential to change the individual and society. 2
In Ballard’s 1975 novel ‘High-Rise’ the building is more than a backdrop or plot device, it acts
as the central protagonist in a narrative of social disintegration. It both permits and
facilitates the darkest desires of its residents, makes manifest their subconscious desires3
and physically extracts them from the rules of the society they once inhabited. As Ballard
has described, ‘their behaviour only makes sense if you assume they want this apparent
descent into barbarism … the environment makes possible the whole set of unfolding
logics.’4
In Ben Wheatley’s 2015 film adaptation, the high-rise as designed and realised by Mark
Tildesley conveys this atmosphere of barely repressed menace through its spatial form and
materiality. I propose that Wheatley’s high-rise is an active participant in its residents’ fall
from grace, a spatial incitement to social violence.
Rather than follow the film’s narrative sequence I take an architectural tour; and you have
my apologies for the spoilers that this entails, in order to appreciate ‘High-Rise’ as both an
architectural site and a protagonist, a space whose influence is always forcefully present
directing its inhabitants’ actions. As we move through Wheatley’s high-rise from the ground
floor to the penthouse, I refer to Ballard’s novel as a guidebook to this imagined place, a
tower transformed by the intervening forty years of regeneration.
Approaching the tower from the outside, the high-rise which forms the setting of the
narrative sits as one of five towers arranged around a central open plaza. From this vantage
point, Dr Laing, the tower’s ‘most perfect inhabitant’ is able to observe the other towers in
their varying stages of construction5. They encircle him and, as he watches their
construction the connections between this place and the world outside are bricked up. The
landscape beyond is flattened, transformed into mere backdrop scenery. This differs from
the novel, where the group of towers loom like a ‘palisade’ 6 overshadowing the suburban
streets in which they sit and metaphorically overpowering traditional society as represented
in the bland ubiquity of suburban housing. Here the encircling complex of tower’s control is
more absolute, there is no need to demonstrate defiance of previous modes of living, they
are simply rendered irrelevant. For Laing and the other residents, the completeness of the
surrounding towers divorces them from life beyond their high-rise. Its power over their lives
is as absolute as its dominance over the landscape.7

Looking up from ground level, the form of the tower itself further encourages this mental
retreat from life beyond its walls. In Wheatley’s interpretation it has an angled slant part
way up like the crooked bend of a finger, creating an immediacy between the roof top and
the ground on one side with nothing but air between them. On the other side of the tower,
it establishes an intimacy between the floors as the angle allows for balconies to directly
overlook one another, creating a clearly defined hierarchy of power.8
As we enter and move up through the building we ascend through these tiers of social
stratification, stopping first at the flat of film maker Richard Wilder and his family on the 5th
floor of this 40 storey tower. There is no distinction between the materials of the corridors
and the foyer and those of the flats, the exposed plaster and concrete are raw and
unapologetic, a physical metaphor for the psyche which the high-rise cultivates. Inside
Wilder’s apartment sections of bush-hammered concrete project into the rooms, appearing
to push through the internal walls, the rough ridged texture an expression of the brute force
of their construction. 9 Seemingly unsuited to the tower’s brutish nature, Helen Wilder has
attempted to softened its edges by decorating their apartment with floral prints, furniture
and house plants. These attempts serve only to heighten the psychological impact of these
materials, hard and unyielding they offer no scope to be softened by human inhabitation,
rather they demand that the inhabitant be remade to fit.
On this floor, as throughout the building, exposed concrete columns sit in the centre of
rooms, disrupting the lives they contain and making the building’s physical form impossible
to ignore. They are tapered in a modernist reinterpretation of classical entasis, physically
expressing the load of the building above which they bear, and they act as a constant
reminder of the levels above. 10 In the novel the psychological ‘weight’ of the building is felt
particularly strongly at the lower levels, and it pushes the film-maker Wilder to ascend the
tower and confront the architect. 11 By comparison these tapered columns throughout the
floors make the force of the building ever-present, and this symptom of lower class strife is
transformed into a psychological pressure which the building bears on all its inhabitants.
As Wilder attempts to scale the tower he makes slow progress up through the stair wells,
over barricades and under assault from the floors above. They are a featureless extension of
the corridors, and the site of more entrenched class division. In the novel, Ballard dwells on
these spaces of circulation to make manifest the human tendency towards tribal division,
providing the residents with a social hierarchy defined by floors which could be delineated
and defended, until even these tribal bands dissipated into their isolated individuals.12
Wheatley shifts our focus from the stair well to the lift as a contested space, and in doing so
renders the subtle floor by floor gradation and its associated arbitrary tribal affiliation less
immediately apparent.
As we climb further up the tower of the film, on the 10th floor, we find the public spaces of
the supermarket and the swimming pool. Initially sterile monuments to modernist visions of
health, their communal use establishes them as the first contested spaces and obvious sites
for tribal violence, and they rapidly degenerate into squalid and fetid spaces. Laing, driven
by a desire to make a home for himself in this new vision of high-rise life ventures out to the
supermarket where amongst the rotting produce sits the last tin of house-hold paint, and he

viciously attacks another resident, using the paint tin as a weapon in order to claim it. It is
his first act of intentional and disproportionate violence and it marks his participation in this
part of the life of the tower.
When Laing first moves in to his apartment on the 25th floor, we see it in its uninhabited
state, the concrete column in the centre, the hard sheen of the stainless steel worktops and
bare plaster, all exposed and unadorned. Wheatley introduces Laing’s act of decorating his
flat into the narrative, and it provides a demonstration of the shift in his role within the
high-rise, from passive observer to dis-interested participant. The paint colour he has
chosen is an exact match to the slate blue/grey of the sky seen from his balcony, unmarred
by clouds and utterly detached from the ground below, the true site of the high-rise13. As he
paints he stacks up his unpacked moving boxes, wedging them on top of one another until
they sit as compressed towers or columns between floor and ceiling. They are physical and
psychological totems, supports which prevent the weight of the tower above from crushing
him, and he makes a place for himself within a small scale cardboard replica of the tower
complex he now calls home.
Out on the balcony Laing’s flat is directly overlooked by that of Charlotte Melville and she is
able to balance her drink delicately on the ledge and calmly observe him below, vulnerable
to the dropped bottle or the disdainful downward glance. She becomes a voyeur, physically
close but emotionally distant from all she observes. The casual nature of their interaction
belies the precariousness of their physical location, the cascading effect of the balconies
which tumble down the face of the building demands that the residents adjust to a life on
the edge of falling.
On the other side of the tower the projecting face of the building offers no resistance to the
suicidal leap of Munrow from his balcony, rather it seems to invite the experience of vertigo
and the contemplation of falling. As his corpse lies below, the tower’s form allows the
residents to observe his death from their balconies, crowding over his body while retaining
their physical and emotional distance. Ballard describes these balconies as ‘boxes from an
enormous outdoor opera theatre’14, the building transforming life outside into something
unreal, played out for amusement, observed from a position of privileged detachment.15
Taking the lift up the final floors, its mirror lining reflects its role as a transformative space,
where the outward projection of the self is endlessly replicated. Wheatley uses the lift as a
source of juxtaposition and a critical space of instantaneous social reinvention. It lifts Laing
up to the dizzying heights of the penthouse elite and just as quickly spits him back out, used
and beaten. In contrast to Ballard’s focus on the subtle layering of social strata expressed in
the stairwells, Wheatley creates a stronger differentiation of class and tribal identity, and a
greater incitement to violence16.
On reaching the top floor of the tower we are confronted by the sight of an architectural
folly, a thatched cottage in an English country garden. It is a space entirely out of context,
lavish in its scale and denial of its physical location. It allows Royal’s wife to act out the part
of Marie Antoinette, dismissing the world outside and the brutality of high-rise existence as
literally beneath her. In Wheatley’s interpretation, the roof exists as an exclusive playground
for the super-rich, a further demonstration of class differentiation through wealth and taste,

a testament to stratified privilege. It makes visible a social system so entrenched and
iniquitous that its dissolution into the anarchy of the individual seems almost inevitable.17
This is a departure from the use of the roof in the novel where it is a sculptural children’s
playground, an echo of the playground at the top of Le Corbusier’s Unite d’Habitation and a
visible reminder of the moral complexity of Royal’s intentions and, by inference, those of all
modernist architects. 18 The playground is a demonstration of a noble social vision, a
dedication of the most valuable space to a communal purpose. Through this space Royal is
understood to be a mis-guided patriarch, a Frankenstein bemused, dismayed and finally
destroyed by his own creation.
In a corner of the penthouse garden sits the studio of the tower’s architect, Anthony Royal,
who proudly displays an architectural model of the finished blocks, describing them as
fingers on a welcoming ‘open hand’. Tellingly, the model extends no further than the site
boundary, it is context-less, conceptually limiting the inhabitant’s lives to the spaces Royal
has created. 19
In the novel, Wilder ascends the stairs to confront Royal on the roof top, and as he climbs he
continually smears the stains of this collapsing society across his face as a form of war paint;
the blood and grease worn as proud testament to its decent into violence. In Wheatley’s
interpretation, Wilder’s application of a war paint is mirrored by Laing, who streaks the grey
paint of his apartment across his suit, face and hands. Where Wilder celebrates the fleeting
burn of violence in the high-rise, Laing embodies its underlying cause; an emotional and
physical distancing from society and an ability to thrive in isolation, an almost psychotic
break from previous empathetic connection.20 Through this middle-class, and ever-sotasteful war-paint, Laing engages with the high-rise as home, he has remade himself to fit,
and the last vestiges of his life in the outside world are remade by the stains of this new
one.
Ballard’s novel, used the high-rise as a method for exploring the alien worlds of the inner
self, transformed and released by the technological reshaping of the built environment, an
extrapolative response to discussions around environmental determinism.21 Throughout the
novel the building encourages its residents to release some inner primitive self, a self which
exists outside of notions of society. In this the building is a gateway, the height distances
residents from their surroundings and the social rules which govern them, while the
stratification of floors encourages tribal violence. In doing so it triggers the release of a
repressed part of all of the residents, something they actively desired but were afraid to
ever want.
In Wheatley’s interpretation the high-rise plays a more active role and it pushes the
residents towards anarchy through its physical presence. Through its architectural form it
enforces a detachment from the world beyond its walls and places the residents in spaces
which heighten their sense of physical vulnerability and emotional isolation. Within the
tower its distinct social stratification demands violent dissolution, while the exposed
materiality and spatial arrangement expresses uncompromising force and demands that
residents remake themselves to fit.

Revisited in the London of 2015 the construction of a high-rise of forty storeys seems
modestly sized by comparison to the cities we currently inhabit, a quaint throwback to an
earlier vision of the future. But the fear that Wheatley conveys has, if anything, become
more overwhelming; the fear that the sheer scale of the cities we construct grants them an
unknown power to radically reshape our societies and our selves, the fear that our built
environment may render us obsolete.
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